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How Can People Today Avoid Being Destroyed
Like the Nephites Were?

Four hundred years pass not away save ... heavy destruction ... cometh unto this people, and
nothing can save this people save it be repentance and faith on the Lord Jesus Christ.
Helaman 13:5–6

The Know

fas

ing can save this people save it be repentance and faith
on the Lord Jesus Christ” (Helaman 13:5–6, emphasis
added).5 Four hundred years later, as destruction was
falling on the people, they apparently had not listened,
as Mormon stated that the people no longer had any
faith (Moroni 8:14).6

In August of 1830, Joseph discovered that a man named
Hiram Page had used a stone to receive two revelations
on behalf of the entire Church. Joseph was surprised to
find that so many people believed Page’s supposed revelations and enquired of the Lord concerning the issue.1
The response confirmed that “no one shall be appointed to receive commandments and revelations in this
church excepting my servant Joseph Smith, Jun.” (Doctrine and Covenants 28:2). Yet some continued to listen
to others rather than the prophet. Eventually, the Lord
had to warn the church to “beware of pride, lest ye become as the Nephites of old” (Doctrine and Covenants
38:39).2

Samuel told the Nephites that if they continued to care
more about their riches than about the poor, the Lord
“curseth your riches, that they become slippery, that ye
cannot hold them” (Helaman 13:31, emphasis added).7
This kind of economic havoc is exactly what took place
near the end: “the inhabitants thereof began to hide up
their treasures in the earth; and they became slippery,
This warning was likely an uncomfortable one for the because the Lord had cursed the land” (Mormon 1:18,
early Saints, as becoming as the Nephites of old would emphasis added).8
mean complete destruction.3 Yet failure to listen to the
prophet was exactly the reason the Nephites were de- Samuel said this would happen “because of the hardness
stroyed.4 One example of this is the failure of the people of the hearts of the people of the Nephites” (Helaman
to listen to Samuel the Lamanite. He had told them, for 13:8, emphasis added) if they did not repent. Apparexample, that “four hundred years pass not away save... ently they reverted to this hardened state, as Mormon
heavy destruction... cometh unto this people, and noth- stated that the Lord cursed them “because of the hard1

ness of their hearts... even unto the fulfilling of all the Gerald Hansen Jr. put it well,
words of Samuel the Lamanite” (Mormon 1:17–19, emphasis added).9 Samuel also said that the Spirit of the
in our case, as in the case of the Nephites, we have
Lord would be withdrawn from them, and they would
had opportunity to know for many years not only
be visited with sword and famine (Helaman 13:8–9). It
that great destructions will occur, but also why.
10
happened just as he said. The Spirit withdrew (MorKnowing what we know, is it possible that some in
mon 2:26), and they were visited with sword (Mormon
our day who have the truth will dwindle in unbelief,
6:15) and famine (Moroni 9:16).
like the Nephites, and become so wicked that they
will be destroyed?
Samuel summed up the issue well by using the Lord’s
own words, “If they will not repent, and observe to Hansen continued, “As we have seen, Mormon’s point in
do my will, I will utterly destroy them, saith the Lord, the book is to show the goodness of God and the foolishbecause of their unbelief notwithstanding the many ness of humankind. As he depicts this foolishness and
mighty works which I have done among them” (Hela- unmasks the fundamental problems of Nephite society
man 15:17, emphasis added). Mormon said the same in the book of Helaman, it becomes increasingly easy
thing in a letter to his son Moroni. He said he thought to see how we are repeating the same mistakes today.”15
his son might live to witness the “utter destruction” of
the Nephites: “for I know that they must perish except
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Samuel the Lamanite told the people exactly what they
needed to do to succeed and exactly what would happen
if they disobeyed.13 Mormon made it clear that when
the Nephites failed to listen to Samuel, they experienced
the precise consequences Samuel warned them about.14
People today can expect nothing different, as the Lord
has said, “If my people shall sow filthiness they shall
reap the east wind, which bringeth immediate destruction” (Mosiah 7:31).
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